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This paper describes a case study based research on current and best practices 
for collaboration management in manufacturing extended enterprises in an 
East-West European context. Case study findings show characteristic 
development paths leading from a simple customer-supplier relationship to the 
extended enterprise as well as major challenges resulting from cultural, 
technological and organizational variety. Typical issues that need to be 
addressed at the different development stages are deduced and clustered in a 
management framework for the extended enterprises in this special set up. 
First and second hand case studies are transformed into a best practice 
guideline for managemell1 matters like collaborative strategy. process 
alignment. common project management. knowledge transfer. communication 
and cultural diversity. Best practices cover suggestions for collaborative 
business in product development. production and sales. 

1. RATIONALE 

In the last decades increasing global competition, rapidly changing customer 
requirements and continuous evolution of information and communication 
technologies are forcing major changes in internal and external configuration of 
manufacturing enterprises. As a consequence, the increasing need of improving 
competitiveness by accessing new knowledge and markets is steering companies to 
expand their conventional borders turning their organizational structures into 
"virtual" structures. The evolution from the traditional forms of involvement of 
external partners in own business processes to the Extended Enterprise (EE) 
paradigm implies the necessity of developing adequate methodologies and tools to 
manage this new business context. 
The broad context for this paper is characterized by the fact that production and 
development processes are spread much more often over several countries or regions 
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in the world than before (von Behr, 2000). This is among others due to the growing 
competition from newly industrialised countries, the partial saturation of markets in 
the old industrial nations, the economic integration of the European Union, the 
enlarged market potentials in central and eastern Europe as well as on the Asian and 
American continent. All these events have far-reaching effects on the organisation of 
the value chain. 

In order to face the enormous challenges to overcome turbulence and dynamism 
of current global markets, many west European SMEs have been increasingly 
looking for outsourcing opportunities and supply from companies in the eastern 
parts of Europe. Hitherto many European SMEs have developed long term relations 
with suppliers from countries of the eastern part of Europe (Le Goff, 2002) and 
some of them closely collaborate on issues like joint product development or shared 
production. Such co-operations are often a main factor for the competitiveness of 
European manufacturing SMEs that is so far mainly based on the combination of 
excellence in technology and processes in western Europe and cost advantages in 
eastern Europe (Boer et aI., 2002). As cost advantages are gradually disappearing, 
the competitive edge of these collaborations must be grounded on other factors. 

Any interferences in the management of collaborative business processes among 
the partners hinder the creation of value all along the supply chain. 

This paper describes a development and management framework for EEs in an 
east-west European context and shows best practises for important organisational, 
technical and cultural aspects. 

2. OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH APPROACH 

The objective of the case study research was to identify typical development paths 
and management issues of EEs in the above described context. Based on the 
empirical findings a reference development path for the evolution of company 
relationships from traditional customer/supplier to the EE collaboration was 
developed. Furthermore a set of best practice guidelines and methodologies for 
management areas like collaborative strategy, process alignment, common project 
management, knowledge transfer, communication and cultural diversity were 
elaborated, based on an extensive literature analysis and the case study results. 
These have been structured in a management framework. A roadmap has been 
conceived that, by the adoption of the methods provided in the framework, leads to a 
smooth development and improvement of the EE. Referring to the context described 
at the top, a limited number of corresponding surveys and studies were identified 1• 

Within the research, 17 collaborative business relations in different environments 
and including companies from 8 European countries have been analysed; in 
particular, 9 cases collaborate in an east-west European setting, 15 cases comprise 
one or more SMEs, 7 cases have partners collaborating in more than one EE and 8 
cases show a collaboration duration of more than 5 years. The case studies were 
performed over a period of 5 months through semi-structured expert interviews with 
all relevant functions or departments of the companies involved. Topics covered in 
the interviews include the strategic backbone of the collaborations, overall 
corporative business processes, collaboration mechanisms, structures and procedures 
for knowledge transfer as well as problems encountered during the collaboration. 
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The case study research gives indications for type of collaborations and how the 
collaboration develops over time according to indicators like information sharing, 
collaboration areas, legal agreements and so on. For both dimensions, case study 
findings were used to develop a set of "typical" set ups. 

3. TYPES OF EXTENDED ENTERPRISES 

The performed analysis and identification of case studies from literature and from 
industry has led to the detection of some meta models of EE that deserve a further 
investigation. The classification of the meta model that we propose does not intend 
to be complete as such but succeeded in clustering the industrial cases in a manner 
to stress communalities of current practices even in different industrial sectors. 
These communalities were derived from different objects that can be addressed by 
an industrial partnership: infrastructural facilities, product/market, technology. 
Starting from these main features we can introduce the following four meta models. 

Facilities sharing EE 
The EE is composed by partners that share resources or infrastructure facilities. This 
is observed for partners that are located close to each other. EEs in this category will 
ideally have complementary products or services in shared or separate markets, but 
partners will act as single companies towards customers. This introduces additional 
complexity to the resource management due to the need of a balanced dispatching of 
the common resources with some potential problems of conflict solving. EEs in this 
class shows a close collaboration in early phases as agreements on modalities for 
cost splitting, use of resources, common investment planning etc. will have to be 
settled. Facilities sharing EEs may be market or product oriented. 

Market oriented EE 
This form of partnership is characterized by a more market centred cooperation, as 
in the case of similar or complementary end products for different markets that 
hinder to perceive the partner as a competitor. The rationale for this collaboration 
relies on the necessity to exploit synergies at commercial and distribution level and 
may develop into common product planning and development, shared and separate 
branding strategies for different markets and shared logistic facilities and mutual use 
of distribution networks in different regions. Major benefits can be achieved if the 
respective markets are geographically dispersed cause the cost and investment for 
setting up a new distribution network can be dramatically reduced. This market 
centred integration is well promising in term of consolidating the EE, because it is 
open to the definition of a common strategy, that can imply enlargement of product 
range, common product development, market expansion strategy, etc. 

Product oriented EE 
The typical configuration of such EEs implies the involvement of original 
equipment manufacturing (OEM) and one or more of his key suppliers. It is often 
the evolution of long term relationship with critical component suppliers and aims at 
consolidating the relationship and building a sort of privileged channel of supply. 
This kind of collaboration is expected to bring benefits from both side: from the 
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point of view of the OEM the collaboration implies the guarantee of on-time and 
conform supplies. On the other hand, the supplier has more confidence on the 
demand volume and times and receives direct sensible information that can help 
plan production in a more effective manner. The leitmotif of such an extended 
collaboration is trust that must be achieved at different level, all along the 
manufacturing cycle. Trust is definitely essential when the collaboration implies co
development of new products since knowledge transfer and confidentiality are 
leading issues at this stage of the collaboration. In the east-west collaborations that 
were analysed, this configuration is characterized by a twofold beneficial aspect: 
efficacious knowledge transfer from western to eastern partner with the stimulus to 
upgrade manufacturing equipment and high conformity low cost supplies. 

OEM-dominated EE 
This form of partnership can be interpreted as the outermost case of a product 
oriented EE. It is represented by those cases, such as belonging to automotive 
industry, where one partner is predominant over the others for dimensions and 
relevance. In this case the trust is often substituted by an imposition in which the 
leader has the strength to impose philosophy, rules and standards and partners have 
but to respect such rules. In this study, we do not consider these EEs, as the 
collaborative aspect is overruled by a hierarchical set-up2. 

4. DEVELOPMENT PATH TOWARDS THE EE 

Starting from the case studies a typical development path of EEs has been derived 
which defines the major steps of interaction between companies that are intended to 
tighten the collaboration practices from a traditional customer-supplier relationship 
to a full implementation of the EE paradigm. This evolution path has been defined in 
the most generic manner in order to be of generic validity. The steps of the evolution 
path are not mandatory for all the EEs and the entry point in the path can occur at 
each of the different stages depending on the current features of the collaboration or 
on the specific industry. The development path towards the Extended Enterprise 
consists of five stages: customer-supplier, integrated supply chain, advanced 
integrated supply chain, collaboration level, Extended Enterprise (see Figure 1). 

The customer-supplier relationship emphasises product and product support and 
is representing the very basic way of relying on a partner to supply a 
product/service. 

The integrated supply chain relationship is focused on the processes associated 
with the reduction of the total cost of the supply-chain, including, but not limited to, 
procurement, inventory management and product deployment. A totally integrated 
supply-chain enables an end-user to more effectively and cost-efficiently manage 
inventory and transaction costs. 

The advanced integrated supply chain step includes collaborative forecasting 
and planning, joint planning of capacity use and inventory. It is the latest generation 
of very sophisticated supply chains. 

At the collaboration level the collaboration becomes closer and takes form of a 
long term relationship. In this case the collaborating partners are sharing work in 
process and are performing collaborative value chain planning. The partners strive to 
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adapt each others systems and processes and introduce standardisation as a way to 
make information exchange easier and effective. 

The final Extended Enterprise stage is the goal of a long term collaboration 
activity. Obviously, it is more difficult to achieve a high level collaboration without 
proper trust and mutual understanding. Companies that collaborate at the final 
Extended Enterprise level share every critical activity, from joint long term strategic 
planning to joint operational management, adopting common project management 
rules and acquiring a complete understanding of the economic and political 
environment of the partner. 
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Figure 1 - The EE development path 
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Case studies show that in most product oriented collaborations, partners will 
typically enter at a "customer-supplier" level and develop towards an EE-Ievel over 
a period of several years. Management issues are approached gradually and often not 
anticipated upfront. In a strong hierarchical setting this development is typically 
faster. Facilities sharing EEs are commonly entering at the level of Extended 
Enterprise in the sense of cooperation style and legal agreements, while management 
issues are handled similar as in product oriented EEs. Market oriented EEs tend also 
to enter at stage 1, but will earlier plan the development towards more close 
collaboration and identify clear development stages in early phases of the 
collaboration. 
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5. THE EE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK AND ROADMAP 

The analysis of the interviewed EEs highlighted typical problems for the 
management and operation of critical issues in different thematic areas. Management 
issues from different case studies are clustered and may be summarised as follows. 

Integration strategy: the main finding in this concern is an overall lack of a 
common strategic approach and of a formal agreement that establishes the sharing of 
benefits and risks between partners. 

Collaboration: under this respect language and cultural issues play a 
fundamental role: different languages and working cultures can hinder the daily 
activities. Difficulties in establishing a community spirit and in changing from a 
competitive attitude to a collaborative one. 

Knowledge sharing: no knowledge management strategy is currently performed 
in any of the analysed case studies; this implies a dispersion of distinctive know
how and competences and difficulties in the exchange of information (excess of 
paper based information flow). 

Technology and Information Technology: in this area the necessity of bridging 
the gap in technical expertise, technological infrastructure and IT tools (software 
integration and compatibility) is the first need of each EE. 

Organization: different standards in production and product development 
technology within an EE is a frequent source of inefficient processes and redundant 
work. Need for common working procedures and wide cross-organisational labour 
mobility aiming at assimilating common practices. 

Logistics: lack in common planning and warehouses managing, difficulties in 
coordinating and tracking deliveries. 

Project Management: a strong necessity of improving cooperation and project 
management processes has emerged, due to insufficient visibility on partner's 
activities and lack of inter-functional coordination. 

In order to tackle the expressed needs a framework for the management of the 
EE has been conceived (see Table 1). The framework includes the main topics that 
need to be addressed in order to guarantee a smooth management of the EE; the 
framework can be seen as a cluster of methodologies that has been developed with 
the aim of accompanying companies along their evolution path towards the final 
Extended Enterprise stage. 

The EE management Roadmap is a compilation of typical issues, best practises 
and development stages into a generic roadmap for the development and 
management of a EE. The methodologies embedded in the framework are explicitly 
intended to act as a concrete support during the roadmap execution. The methodical 
procedure consists of three main steps, which can be summarised (adapted from: 
Schmidt et aI., 1996; Bea, Gobel, 1999) as follows: 

1. Analysis of the current situation of the collaboration. Defining the current 
position on the development path. 

2. Creation of a vision for the collaboration. Defining the desired way of working 
together in the future. Defining the desired position on the development path. 

3. Definition of relevant steps to reach the desired position on the development 
path. Fulfil requirements for the desired level of collaborative activity. 

Ad 1) In order to evaluate the EEs in reference to the development path 
described above, a method was developed that identifies gaps between the status quo 
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and best practice. Seven benchmark areas were extracted, each containing of 5-8 
descriptive sub-dimensions. The sub-dimensions are clearly representing the aspects 
of main interest and that of main criticality about an EE. Benchmark areas are 
collaboration, logistics, knowledge sharing, technology and IT, organization, 
integration strategy and project management. The result is a target table with areas, 
describing criteria and scales for each of the 5 stages of the development path. 

Ad 2) The next step is to establish the EE vision with the help of target tables for 
each benchmark category. Following this approach, every analysed enterprise has its 
EE profile/classification in the development path and can now be evaluated 
concerning identification, definition and evaluation of coming fields of gaps/needs 
and first remedies through comparison with "Best in Class" and "Best Practise". 

Ad 3) In order to build a successful extended enterprise, a road map has to be 
built, that refers to a sequence of steps that have to be pursued to reach the stage of 
an "Extended Enterprise" as described in the development path. The roadmap is 
embedded in the overall methodology for the building of an EE supporting the last 
step in the methodology - the action needed to implement management issues to 
fulfil the criteria of the desired position on the development path. It includes 
checklists and steps in every management area that have to be considered depending 
on the current situation of the collaboration. For every position in the development 
path, the management efforts are described and it can be derived what has to be 
implemented to fulfil the criteria of the next level on the development path. After 
reaching the Extended Enterprise Level (levels 3 to 5 on the development path) three 
defined milestones and checklists including goals reached, problems and gaps that 
still need to be filled, have to be processed. Once the desired goal has been achieved, 
the real collaborative activities need to be rechecked by using the development path 
and the illustrated roadmap and have perhaps to be repeated. 

By using this compact procedure backed up with the different instruments and 
methods which were developed in the analysis, it becomes possible to build an EE 
starting from a simple customer-supplier relationship and going all the way to the 
final Extended Enterprise level. This practical approach can be generally applied to 
all collaboration relationships and business co-operations. 

Table 1 - A management ramewor or t le f k ~ I EE 
Organization Collaboration Logistics 

A module for the implementation of A module for initiation and A module for the implementation of 
one coheren t and common working establishment of the transfer an efficient logistic system between! 
culture within the EE, including of knowledge, know how and within the EE, including control 
strategic planning, project and capabilities within the EE, to systems, facili ty management and 
operational management let them grow together transponation systems 

Strategy: Knowledge transfer: Control system: 
Strategic planning for future goal, Suppons the exchange of Monitors logistics processes such as 
decision of the direction of action know how within the EE storage or transportation systems 

Project: Culture: Facilities: 
Efficient management of project Overcomes cultural Management of the logistic facilit ies 
related work and project related differences. EE should profit to make sure thal they support the 
goals. of resources and capacity form the cultural variety production process and time frames 

Processes: Communication: TransQortaiion system: 
Management of the current needed Management of all Management of the transportation of 
actions for running the business communication related topics goods over often far distances 

between the EE partners between the EE pal1ners 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The planned evolution of an extended enterprise is a complex management matter of 
several dimensions. An integrative approach for the management of these 
dimensions, based on a mutual and agreed development path towards a certain 
collaboration level, may support extended enterprises in identifying and exploring a 
common competitive edge. The basis for such a development is trust. Here we 
would like to quote from one case study: " ... trust in the extended enterprise means 
predictability 0/ behaviour and reactions in common issues. This can only be 
achieved within a win-win situation. This is the ground/or any extended enterprise". 
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